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Abstract

Cross sections for one-electron capture by Fe in H_ are

measured below 10 keV by using a vacuum spark ion source. It is

found that the cross sections show little dependence on the

collision energy and this value is about 6 x 10 cm . This

ion source, which has no electrode for ion extraction, can

produce ions from several hundreds eV to several tens of keV and

the maximum charge state of 16 in Fe at 125J discharge energy.

With ion selection system of 2.7m time-of-flight and an

2 3

electrostatic analyzer of 1% resolving power, 10 -10 ions/pulse

are obtained. Because of poor reproducibility of ion beam,

charge-transferred ions and unreacted ions are measured

simultaneously with a microchannel plate which has two anodes

behind. By utilizing the feature of pulsed ion beam and this

ion selection system, it is possible to obtain cross sections

for various charge states of ions simultaneously.
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1. Introduction

Recently electron-capture for multicharged ion has drawn

attention in both atomic physics and applications [1] of

electron-capture to fusion research, astrophysics and X-ray

laser. The reaction leads generally to not only change of ionic

state of projectiles but also energy loss in collision system,

because electron-capture is accompanied with photon emission,

which is caused by capture of an active electron into an excited

state [2,3,4,5,6,7,8]. Especially electron-capture processes

on multicharged ions play an important role in various field.

For example, a study of electron-capture processes of the type

investigating

is important in energy and particle losses from high-temperature

plasmas [9]. The cross sections in several tens of keV are

necessary for additional heating of plasma by the injection of

fast neutral beam [10]. The data in the lower energy are

necessary for a study of interaction of impurity ions and

thermalized atoms. Also a study of edge plasmas necessitates

low energy data. As light impurity ions X^ in the charge

transfer reaction (1), C, N and O are of interest. As heavy

impurity ions, there are metallic species sputtered from the wall.

With the increase of plasma temperature, the problem of energy

loss becomes more important for heavy metallic ions than ions

of light elements [11].

The cross sections for highly ionized ions are not
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sufficiently measured in low energy, since it is difficult to

generate these ions. With the improvement of some kinds of

sources, namely, EBIS type ion source [12], RF ion source [13]

and secondary ion recoil source [14], the cross sections on light

elements have been obtained in low energy. On heavy metallic

elements the cross sections are scarecely obtained. McCullough

et al. measured cross sections for one-electron capture by

doubly charged ions of Ba, Ti, Mg, Cd and Zn in H and H_ in the

energy range 0.8 - 40 keV with a sputtered ion source.

Crandall et al. measured cross sections for one-electron capture

by Fe ' in H and H_ in the energy range of several tens of keV,

using a PIG type ion source.

We paid attention to a vacuum spark as low energy multicharged

ion source. An ion source of this type was first used by Zwally

[17] in order to study one-electron capture for C in He, Ne and

Ar. This type of ion source can easily generate heavy metallic

multicharged ions at low energy, but has many defects of a very

short duration of an ion pulse, a low repetition rate, generation

of high frequency noise and poor reproducibility [18]. After

overcoming these problem, we used a vacuum spark as a heavy

metallic ion source in low energy. In this.paper, some

characteristics of the vacuum spark ion source and the experimental

apparatus for collision experiments are described. The cross

sections for one-electron capture by Fe in

below 10 keV, using this experimental setup.

sections for one-electron capture by Fe in H, have been measured
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2. Vacuum spark type ion source

A schematic diagram of a vacuum spark type ion source is

shown in fig.l. A cathode of 5 mm in diameter separated by 5mm

from an anode tip of 5 mm diameter is used, with a metallic

cylinder serving as a current return from the cathode to 10.4 ]iF

capacitor (maximum operation voltage 20 kV). The inductance

experimentally obtained is 150 nH in the whole discharge circuit.

The discharge is triggered by the use of a pulsed YAG laser

beam which is focused onto the anode through an axial hole in

the cathode. Evaporation of the anode material due to the

irradiation of the laser beam plays a role of a fast-acting gas

injection [19]. The maximum discharge current is about 100 kA

in 2.5 ysec at 1 kJ discharge. The discharge chamber is evacuated

to a pressure of 1 x 10 torr. This device produces a hot

plasma concentrated at a point (or frequently several points)

near the anode tip, as confirmed by pinhole X-ray photographs

[19,20,21,22]. The electron temperature and density of the hot

21 -3
plasma are estimated to be "» 10 cm and ^ 10 keV, respectively

[19,20,23,24]. The life time is below several tens of nanosecond

[19]. The highly ionized ions of the anode material are included

in the hot plasma, as evidenced from the X-ray spectroscopy

[19,20,22,24] .

A part of the hot plasma expanding perpendicularly to the

discharge direction enters a drift space of field free region.

The charge state- and velocity- selection for the highly ionized

ions are performed by using conbined time-of-flight (TOF) and

electrostatic analysis. Figure 2 shows the analysis system, which
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has a gas cell and an electrostatic deflector in order to be

applied to atomic collision experiments. The electrostatic

analyzer used is of 127° deflection type. Symmetric voltages

are applied to the deflecting plates of the analyzer. The plasma

density is so low at the front of the electrostatic analyzer

that space charge and Debye screening effects are negligible,

and therefore electrostatic control can be performed for the

q/E analysis. The path length of TOF is 2.7 m. The analyzer is

followed by a microchannel plate (MCP) as an ion detector.

In this experiment, several hundreds ions are incident upon a

detector for the interval less than 1 psec. Since the average

— 9 —10
time interval of the ion arrival is 10 ^ 10 sec, it is

difficult to use a counting method. The total current from the

MCP is observed with an oscilloscope through a coupling condenser.

The signal is integrated with a resister of 10 kfi and a stray

capacitance of 120 pF. The reason why a MCP was selected as a

detector and the way of its operation are described in the next

section.

A typical TOF spectrum of c" ions at E/q = 1.25 keV is

shown in fig.3, where graphite is used as anode material. In

this figure, an impurity peak of hydrogen is observed at M/q = 1,

which is considered to be absorbed into the graphite anode.

The number of ions per pulse is estimated to be from several

hundreds to one thousand. By observing TOF spectrum for various

analyzer voltage, velocity distributions in each ionic state

are obtained. Since the bandwidth of the energy analyzer depends

on the selected energy, it is necessary to compare the ion flux

in the same energy bandwidth. The ion flux observed is transformed
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to the flux in the same energy bandwidth by dividing the

intensity of the ion flux by the energy on the bandwidth.

Furthermore, it is necessary to consider the dependence of the

detection efficiency on charge states and velocities of incident

ions. A detector of a channel electron multiplier type is

operated at so high gain, that if an incident ion ejects at least

one secondary electron, the space charge density at the output

of the channel is determined by the space charge limit [25].

For the incident energy over 1 keV, the detection efficiency is

expected to be equal for the kinds of incident ions, since the

yield of secondary electron emission at the ion input is more

than unity. But for the incident energy below 1 keV, the relative

intensity of each velocity distribution contains significant error,

since the yield becomes less than unity [26].

Fig.4 shows the velocity distributions of C^ ions at the

discharge energy of 45 J. It is shown that the emerging ions

have a wide range of velocities. In this velocity range, the

vacuum spark can be used as a multicharged ion source without any

additional acceleration or deceleration system. When iron is used

as anode material, the velocity distributions of Fe" ions are

shown in fig.5. Each figure represents the distributions at the

discharge energies of 24 J, 45 J and 125 J. In order to remove

complications in these figures, distributions for not all of the

charge states are drawn. The maximum charge state detected is

16 at 125 J discharge energy. As the operation voltage increases,

ions of higher charge states and velocity appear. With the

increase of ionic states, energy spread oi ions become narrow.

An electrode for ion extraction must be set in the case of need.
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3. Application to an atomic collision experiment

The experimental apparatus is shown in fig.2. A gas cell

and a deflector are added to the ion analysis system. Ions from

the source are selected according to E/q and M/q with electro-

static analyzer and TOF, and enter the target gas cell. After

passing through the gas cell, the ions are separated according

to their charge states with an electrostatic field. The charge-

transferred ions and the ions of an initial charge state are

detected simultaneously with the MCP which has two anodes behind.

In order to prevent the interference of two kinds of electrons

generated by these two kinds of ions, a dead zone of 2 mm width

is provided at the boundary of these areas by setting a metallic

foil of 2 mm width in front of the MCP. The input of the MCP is

grounded, so that charge-transferred ions enter the MCP at the

same velocity as primary ions. The MCP used in this experiment

is type F 1158-11 (Hamamatsu TV). The diameter of an individual

pore of the MCP is 12 vim and the ratio of the length to the

diameter is 45. The 127° electrostatic analyzer and the deflector

are calibrated with a Li ion source of thermionic emission type

using 3-eucryptite.

The reason why we used a MCP is as follows. As for the

detector, it is necessary to investigate the linearity between an

output and the number of an incident ions and to investigate

detection efficiencies on various charge states. In a MCP, after

a channel fires by incidence of a particle or a photon, the

charge is replenished in the channel wall. Since the recovery

time is about 100 msec in the MCP [25] and the pulse width of ion
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beam is less than 1 psec, a channel can detect only an ion.

Therefore the linearity between the output current and the number

of ions can be determined from the relation between the number

of channels and the number of incident ions. If the number of

channels is much more than the number of incident ions, the

linearity is ensured. The cross section of a beam at the position

of the MCP is inferred about 4.2 nm . In this area there are

about 20000 channels. Since the number of ions is about 1000,

it is considered that the linearity is good. On the detection

efficiency, as mentioned above, it is considered that the detection

efficiency of a MCP is independent of a charge state of an incident

ion above 1 keV. Actually, when we investigated the pulse height

distributions of a MCP on various charge state, the results had

a tendency that an ion of higher charge state had a higher pulse

height. This result will be reported elsewhere. This effect

is treated as one of uncertainties. In comparison with a MCP,

a channel electron multiplier (CEM) has a cone to detect a broad

beam. Some kinds of CEMs show a different detection efficiency

when an impact position of a beam is different. Since a MCP

deos not have a cone, such phenomenon does not appear [27].

A MCP is suitable for multichannel detection because it is not

necessary to use many detectors.

The size of slits which locate in the region from the entrance

of the 127° electrostatic analyzer to the entrance of the deflector

are as follows: the entrance of the electrostatic analyzer

(width: 0.5 mm, height: 15 itm) , the exit of the analyzer (width:

1.8 mm, height. 5 mm), the entrance of the gas cell (width: 1 mm,

height: 2.8 mm), the exit of. the gas cell (diameter: 2.8 mm*),
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the entrance of the deflector (width: 9mm, height: 9.5 mm).

The situation that ions are deflected by the deflector is

shown in fig.6, which shows an example of carbon ion. A multiple-

electron capture is not considered in this experiment. By

observing both charge-transferred ions and ions of an initial

charge state with respective detectors, it is possible to measure

simultaneously cross sections for all ion species selected with

the 127° electrostatic analyzer. Actual signals are shown in

Figures 7 and 8 . Iron and H_ gas are used as anode material and

a target gas, respectively, and collision energy is 1.75q keV.

Figs. 7 and 8 represent signals obtained at pressures of 3 « 10

torr (residual gas) and 4.4 x 10 torr (H_ gas), respectively.

In the both figures, (a) and (b) represent signals of the ions

of an initial charge state and charge-transferred ions, respectively.

In fig.6 C^ ions appears as impurity ions because carbon was

used before the use of the iron anode. The cross sections

calculated from these figures contain large error, since two

kinds of ion beams can not be separated. When the gas ^s not

supplied to the gas cell, the beam width is about 1.5 mm at the

position of the detector. When the gas is supplied, the charge-

transferred beam are slightly spread and also a part of ions of

initial charge state are spread by an elastic collision. Assuming

that the beam spread is determined by the length (14 cm) and the

exit slit width of the gas cell, the beam width is about 8 mm

at the position of the detector. In order to measure the charge-

transferred ion of various charge states in this measurement,

the MCP of 20 mm in diameter is divided in the ratio 4:1. In

this system the care must be taken in the relation between beam
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width and the size of the detector. When cross sections for one-

electron capture by Fe in H~ are measured, the MCP is divided

into two halves. In each part, the ions of an initial charge state

(Fe ) and the charge-transferred ions (Fe ) are detected,

respectively.

Under a single collision condition, a cross section is obtained

from the following formula

1 . "l-l1!-! + "l 1! ...
CTiii ="nT l n s ~ r <2>i,i-i nT s r

where n is the density of the target gas and 1 is the effective

length of the gas cell. I-_i an<^ *• a r e t n e intensities of ions

of ionic charges i-lfA^1 ' ) and i(A1 ) after passing through

the gas cell. <*•_•, and a. are the detection efficiencies for

A*-1 ' and A1 ions. In this experiment, it is assumed that the

detection efficiency of the MCP is identical for all the ions with

different charge states. If a multiple-electron transfer is

neglecteJ in this experiment, I. + I._, represents the intensity

of the primary ions.

The cross sections for one-electron capture by Fe in H, are

measured in the energy range from 3 keV to 10.5 keV. Figure.9 shows

ln[(Ig+I5)/Ig] as a function of the target thickness. In this

figure the value of ln[(Ig+I_)/I,] is the average of 8 shots and

the error bar represents the standard deviation. Th^ gradient is

calculated using a method of least squares. The target density n

is determined by the use of an ionization gauge attached to the

cell, which is calibrated by a capacitance manometer (MIf6 BaratronV

for H_ gas. The collision length is assumed to be the distance

between the entrance and exit slits.
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The cross section for one-electron capture by Fe in H_ are

shown in fig.10 as a function of a collision energy. In this energy

range, the data show little dependence on the collision energy.

(•) represents the present results and (o) the results of Crandall

et al. [16].

Most of uncertainties come from the measurements of the

primary and product ions and the effect of angular divergence of

the beam detected. The maximum uncertainty caused by reading the

level of the signal from the oscilloscope trace is -20 %.

The uncertainty associated with determination of the slope of the

intensity ratio curve is less than -10 %. The uncertainty of + 15 %

is estimated due to the effect which comes from failing to detect

the primary and product ions due to the beam divergence or scatter-

ing associated with the electron capture. Further uncertainties

arise from pressure calibration (-5 %), beam purity (-5 I) and

the target cell end correction (-2 %). The total uncertainty for

the absolute value of the cross section is estimated to be less

than -30 % in quadrature sum. Furthermore, in addition to this

uncertainty, there may be systematic error which arises from the

dependence of detection efficiency of the MCP on the ionic

charge state. According to the preliminary measurement, the

maximum error which comes from this effect is estimated to be

+15 %, -0 I.
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4. Conclusion

The vacuum spark has been successfully used for collision

experiments as a heavy metallic ion source, after solving some

experimental problem associated with this source. Using this

source, cross sections for one-electron capture by Fe° in H_

have been measured below 10 keV. The results show little

dependence on the collision energy and the value is about

6 x 10~15 cm2.
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Figure captions

Fig.l A schematic diagram of the vacuum spark type ion source.

Yhe discharge is triggered by the use of a pulsed YAG

laser beam which is focused onto the anode through an

axial hole in the cathode.

Fig.2 A schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus.

Fig.3 TOF spectrum in the use of a carbon anode. The energies

of ions are 1.25 q keV.

Fig.4 The velocity distributions for C^ ions at 45 J discharge

energy. ; C+, ; C +, ; C +,

.r4+ . CS +

Fig.5 The velocity distributions for Fe'' ions at the discharge

energies of 24 J, 45 J and 125 J. In order to remove

complications, the distributions for not all of the charge

states are drawn.

Fig.6 The conceptual drawing of separating the charge-transferred

ions from the primary ions in the case of C q + ions.

Fig.7 TOF spectrum in the use of an iron anode at 45 J discharge

energy. The signals (a) and (b) represent the ions of

the initial charge state and the charge-transferred ions.

The ion energies are 1.7 5 q keV. A pressure in the gas

cell is 3 x io~ torr (residual gas).

Fig.8 TOF spectrum in the use of an iron anode at 45 J discharge

energy. The signals (a) and (b) represent the ions of

the initial charge state and the charge-transferred ions.

The ion energies are 1.75 q keV. A pressure in the gas

cell is 4.4 x 10~5 torr (H2 gas).
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Fig.9 ln[(I +Ic)/l,] as a function of the target thickness atbo b

collision energy of 4.5 keV. Error bars represent

standard deviation.

Fig.10 The cross sections for one-electron capture by Fe in

H_. • ; Present results, o; Crandall et al.
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